
Special Occurrences 

Associated with the State Seals 

on Early National Bank Note Back Plates 

The purpose of this article is to illustrate interesting features other than state and territorial seal 

varieties that we found as we studied the proofs lifted from the early national bank note back plates housed 

in the Smithsonian Division of Numismatics. 

Eagles 

Eagles were used on the right sides on the backs of Original/1875 and 1882 brown back nationals 

to balance the state seals to the left. One of two different eagles was used depending on the denomination 

as shown on Figure 1. 

Territorial seals were not prepared for the following territories: Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, Indian, 

Montana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Washington. Consequently, generic territorial backs were printed 

for them, the first of which were made by the bank note companies to print Original Series notes. Those 

backs employed a duplicate of the eagle found on the right. See Figure 2. At least that typically was the 

case. 

Figure 3 illustrates proofs lifted from generic territorial Original/1875 10-10-10-10, 10-10-10-20 

and 10-10-20-50 back plates. Notice on the 10-10-10-10 and 10-10-20-50 proofs that the eagles on a given 

subject are the same. Also, the same eagle is used on like denominations. 

In contrast, the two eagles on each subject on the 10-10-10-20 proof are different. Furthermore, 

they switch positions depending on the denomination. Consequently, the notes printed from 10-10-10-20 

plates can be distinguished from those from all the other plate combinations. This is the only occurrence of 

its kind that we have been able to document among the Original/1875 plate combinations. 

It’s not enough that you have to chase rare Original/1875 territorials. Now you must attempt to find 

both permutations of the seals on the backs of the generic territorial $10s and $20s. This requires a territory 
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Figure 1. Two distinct eagle engravings were used on the right sides of the 

Original, 1875 and 1882 backs depending on the denomination as shown. 
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where both generic backs and different sheet combinations were used. New Mexico territory offers the only 

possibility! 

Things were simpler with the Series of 1882 brown backs. Both seals were the same on each 

denomination on the generic territorial backs. 

Washington Recycled 

The state seal for Washington on the backs of Series of 1875 and 1882 national bank notes was 

altered for use as a generic seal on the left ends of all Series of 1882 date and value back nationals. 

Washington’s year of admission, 1889, was simply removed. See Figure 4. 

Minor Glitch 

The minor mistake involving a backward plate serial number shown on Figure 5 is the only one of 

its kind observed to date on a currency proof. The mistake occurred on all four positions and was the result 

of using a template that had been turned over. 

There is a cryptic note penciled on the bottom of the proof that reads “Not altered so no’s read 

right.” It is evident that the problem was spotted and corrected before the plate was sent to press. A second 

proof was not drawn to prove the repair. 

The Smithsonian Proofs 

The only proofs available for national bank note backs in the National Numismatic Collection are 

those lifted from plates made at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Consequently, there are no proofs 

Figure 2. Generic backs were used for territories that had not adopted or submitted seals. 

The same eagle, the variety depending on denomination, is duplicated on both ends of each 

subject on Series of 1882 backs. 
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for back plates made by the bank note companies during the Original Series era. 

BEP personnel did not lift proofs from the serviceable Original Series back plates that were 

transferred from the bank note companies, although they used those plates to print Series of 1875 notes. 

Consequently, not every odd plate combination is represented in the Smithsonian holding because the BEP 

didn’t have to make duplicates of many of the little used exotic plate combinations made exclusively at the 

bank note companies because those plates never wore out. 

In contrast, there is a comprehensive suite of proofs backs for the Series of 1882. 

Figure 3. The same eagle is used on both ends of the subjects on generic Orig/1875 series 10-10-10-10 territorial 

plates (left). Different eagles are used on the ends of the subjects on generic Orig/1875 series 10-10-10-20 

territorial plates wherein the engravings are switched on the different denominations (middle). The same eagle 

is used on both ends of the subjects on generic Orig/1875 series 10-10-20-50 territorial plates but the engraving 

on the $10 differs from that one the $20 and $50 (right). 
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Figure 4. The state seal for Washington used on 

Series of 1875 and 1882 national bank notes (left) 

was adapted for use as the generic seal on all $5 

Series of 1882 date and value backs (right). 

Figure 5. It appears that the backward plate serial 

number 4 on this Ohio Series of 1882 brown back plate 

was repaired before the plate went to press. Too bad! 
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This chapter is from The Encyclopedia of U. S. National Bank Notes published jointly by the National Currency 

Foundation (www.nationalcurrencyfoundation.com) and Society of Paper Money Collectors (www.spmc.org). 
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